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About This Game

The solar system is ravaged. The Earth is gone, shattered to pieces. Nothing remains but a huge ring of rocky debris. Nobody
knows why the Gate malfunctioned. It was built to connect our world to other stars, but only a handful of colony ships were sent

away before disaster struck. The Gate is believed to have unexpectedly connected to the wrong star -one just going nova.
Torrents of gravitational waves flooded our solar system and the Earth was immediately obliterated. The Gate then started

connecting to random stars, spewing ashes from dying worlds, radiation from younger suns or even drawing in alien lifeforms.
The solar system began to change.

Humans and their machines live on: pockets of civilization have gathered into warring factions. Many adventurers roam the cold
wastes in their spaceships, defying death and perils unknown -there are countless tales of monstrous machines and alien

creatures preying on hapless ships. Real menaces or mere fantasies ? Who can now part the myth from the ever-changing reality
?

In a world where humans, monsters and machine-gods fight for survival, something will eventually have to give. You play the
role of a young adventurer, who just got his hands on his first spaceship, and is determined to make a name for himself. A

routine scouting mission turns out to be something much greater when you encounter an A.I. called Ceres.

Key Features:
• Single-player tactical space combat.

• Lead a squadron of ships and fight through a mission-drive storyline the way you see fit.
• Third person view and simple yet deep point-and-click order system.

• Your ships not only unleash deadly lasers or missiles, but it is possible to launch hacking attacks to damage or even take
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control of enemy ships !
• Manage your set of skills as you gain experience. Special perks also appear when you perform well.

• Hire captains and crews for your squadron’s ships. Watch them gain experience as they fight by your side.
• Heavily customize your ships with equipment or weapons of different origins. Modify ship’s modules, armor, weapons, sensors

or counter-measures.
• Dozens of ship types which can be acquired and commanded, from the smallest corvette to the mightiest battleship.

• Advanced damage system: ships can suffer critical and system failures in combat.
• Loot anything that floats in space, trade items around the solar system to gain extra income, or salvage wrecked ships and even

capture hostile vessels with boarding drones.
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Title: Ceres
Genre: Action, Indie, RPG, Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
Jötunn Games
Publisher:
Iceberg Interactive
Release Date: 16 Oct, 2015

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7, Windows 8

Processor: Intel Pentium G3220 @ 3.00GHz or equivalent AMD processor and above

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: 1 GB nVidia Geforce GT460 or equivalent, 500 MB ATI HD4850 or equivalent

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 2 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX 9 Compatible Audio

Additional Notes: Minimum Resolution: 1024 x 768

English,German,Russian
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Cool game! Puzzles and shooter combined, sounds interesting? Well, challenge yourself to see how quickly you can finish this
game and then challenge your friends to see who is faster and smarter :))

p.s. my time was about 2.5 hours. this is lego indiana jones but for pc so its automatically impossible to jump from a ledge. I re-
joined the game today to try and re-experience the times from Acclaim! Played all day( slowely to see what quests, changes
were made to the game) and by the end of the day I can say that the game is so buggy that cannot be played,What you mean?
The game froze at least 5 times ( your pc is crap and cannot run it properly, it can trust me! ) if the game is opened you cannot
browse anything as the game locks it down, and by playing all day and deciding that wanna be a beggar healer the game froze
again (music in the background and nothing can be done, CTL+ALT+DEL NOPE! The only thing that could be done is restart
pc, after re-joining the game cannot choose clan, no quest marker on map, tried to redo quest NOPE! there is a give up quest
option NOPE! tried contacting a GM in game NOPE! went on forums and threats with this issue were locked as resolved o-O
WHAT?! Since RedFox took over the hole game went down, don`t believe me look at others reviews! So my opinion on the
game is NOT WORTH AT AL!! Just find another game and have fun!. The game is perfect. Everything about it is beautiful and
polished to the extreme. 10 out of 10. The game always crash after few minutes. Somebody please fix it as soon as possible!. I'm
really glad they included Strategy Mode in a recent update, because while I'm not that fond of RTS clickfests, I had a good time
with the turn-based mode. Not that long game, got all the achievments in less than 2 hours.. this game need to be fixed and they
will ban you if you complain about game problem
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I think the developers knew this would be a temporary distraction. You can easily get all of the achievements in two hours and
get pretty high on the leaderboards. I bought it during the Steam Treasure Hunt for half off, and I've definitely gotten my
money's worth.. A screenshot #9 have view of heavy infantry for saxon culture without dlc. A screenshot #4 have view of
unique Horse Archers which to meet in the game is almost impossible. I huge con is that is is one of those real time FB format
RPGs. However, it does have a weird, corny charm to it. It's easy to play missions in the background. There is a decent character
customization system, and it allows you to pour in game "money" into your stats so you can have your preferred "armor." It's a
fun time waster that you don't have to buy into the whole "pay to win" deal to have fun.. Just completed a 99x62 puzzle, took me
almost 7 hours. Great brain teaser and great value, no matter what the competition offers.

Could this game stand to be better coded and\/or offer more features? Maybe, but for the price my opinion is that it works well
enough and I can't complain. I'll be happily solving these puzzles for a good while at the very least, as they are a welcome change
from the other puzzle games I keep playing.. It is a short, yet fun game that lets you go through a small obstacle course that
features randomized rooms for every playthrough.

Please take that into consideration that this game has a rather large space requirement of 4x3m. I was able to play it with
3.3x2.4m but I had to leave the chaperone borders here and there (which should work if you planned in an arm length of buffer
around your playarea).

Works well with the HTC Vive on a GTX970\/i5-2500k setup.. This game drops you into the life of a sperm. The unrelenting
hunt for the egg...The immeasurable death...Brothers...Sisters...No more. Highlander meets the evasive ♥♥♥♥♥♥. There can
be only one!

Have a seat and♥♥♥♥♥ enjoy the relentless battle for life. Also, sperm photon torpedos...that's a thing now.
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